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From 26 to 17 ka cal. BP between France and Iberian Peninsula. Synthesis of the chrono-cultural framework.

Cultural complexes



Colonization of the 

American continent





Colonization models

M W Pedersen et al. Nature 1–5 (2016) doi:10.1038/nature19085



M W Pedersen et al. Nature 1–5 (2016) doi:10.1038/nature19085



Late Glacial Western Europe showing the 
inhabited regions, the two geographical human 
refugia and probable expansion routes.

Overview of Late Glacial radiocarbon dates for 
archaeological sites and cultural assemblages.

Colonization of the North of Europe

Combined dates of regional Magdalenian sites, 

and NGRIP oxygen isotope curve



Geography of the 

North of Europe

13.500 Cal BP



Yoldia sea

11.700 Cal BP



Earliest evidence of elk remains in the Late Glacial of north-west Europe and sites of 

animal figurines.



Circulation of amber and fossil shell ornaments, as well as flint 

with very distant origins.



Combined dates of regional Magdalenian sites, and NGRIP oxygen 

isotope curve

















Étiolles and other Magdalenian open-air sites in the Paris Basin



Seine et Marne

1964 - …

dwelling in the open air

Pincevent

A.Leroi-Gourhan

& M. Brézillon

1964



Reindeer hunters 
dwellings



Migration groupée

Dispersion Dispersion

Migration plus 

dispersée

Human

gathering

or dispersion 

depends on 

reindeer

ethology

Kamtchatka (2005)



One exemple = Flint knapping
Identifying the knowledge of the flint knapper

for every nodule refitted,

and every moment of the « chaîne opératoire » 

.

S. Ploux work
( 1999) 

study of one unit of Pincevent

Limited knowledge

Good knowledge
Excellent knowledge

1. Observation and reconstruction of techniques



2. From knowledge level to social organisation

Dessins d’après  G. Tosello

+

+

The presence of 

children means

the presence of 

families

Was the excellent 

flint knapper, a man 

?

Among the ordinary

flint knappers, 

women?



3. Ethnoarchaeological investigation 

Pincevent

* Storing different experiences

* Extending our « data base »
To understand better how

nomadic prehistoric societies were living

Kamtchatka (2001)



4. Proceeding
(Kamtchatka 1998, 2001, 2005)



Siberia offers some possible 

analogies with what could be

the Paris Basin during Magdalenian

Pincevent

Taïmyr

Iakoutie

Kamtchatka

Taïmyr 

(1996)



From spring to autumn

A strong mobility of the herd to avoid consuming the vegetation



Better moment for collective huntings for mass kills

Autumn migrations of wild reindeers herds

©  C. Malet



Reindeers are 

migrating rapidly…

* crossing lakes and rivers,

* nearly always following

the same route.

Autumn



When the 

wild herd

is crossing a

river

Pushing

the wild herd

towards

a selected

place

Collective hunting

in  historical records

Archives of the Russian Museum

of Ethnography ( St Petersbourg)

Autumn

1900

Taïmyr (1996)



A very productive 

autumn hunt

Unité 36-V105

Kamtchatka (2005)



Autumn

Pincevent 

A short occupation, as 

indicated by reindeer teeth : 

about 3/5 weeks

An important period

in the year-round economy

of the Magdalenians

for a mass kill during the 

migration of the wild herd

Pincevent

Kamtchatka (2001)





Rectangular tent

Tchoum

Iaranga

Balok

Diversity in 

the shapes of 

shelters

Kamtchatka (1998)

Kamtchatka (2001)

Taïmyr (1996)







Document J. Louvet, UMS 844

IV0, hiver

2 structures 

with

différent size

2 types 

of dwelling ?

Winter tentSummer tent



Luggage

?

Luggage

?

?

?

Storage areas ?

Wood ?

Taïmyr (1995)

Kamtchatka (2005)

Questions about 

the archaeological settlement

are developed from the observation 

of a real settlement



Taïmyr

In summer, strong mobility light shelter

In winter, light mobility heavy tent

Stocking poles and covers?

Stocking winter goods ?

In summer, to move easily



Etiolles

Relations between different 

structures

















Insediamenti Dryas Recente in Danimarca







Fish, fishing and cave art



Springs, cave art and rituals: the Ségognole 3 carved shelter


